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Convex cones of matrices which are closed under matrix inversion were defined and 
various connections with the algebraic ?,ya~un~v equation of general inertia were 
studied in (N. Cohen, 1. Lewkowicz, Linear Algebra and its Appl. 250 (1997) 105-131). 
Here, in the price of doubling the size of the matrices involved, we introduce a unified 
framework fir the equations of Sylvester. Lyapunov and Riccati. This enables one to 
extend the convex invertible cone structure to ail these three equations and explore 
related properties. In particular, the use of the Matrix Sign Function for solving these 
equations is examined. Q 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. Ail rights reserved. 
1. IntrodnctioIt 
We &at! den&e by Sr the set of Hermirian matrices. Recall that with an 
arbitrary eon-singular matrix H E .@ one can associate the set -or;l of all 
matrices sharing a common solution to the Algebraic Lyapunov inclusion, 
JYH := (44 1 (HA + A*H) f b), W) 
where A* is the complex conjugate transpose of A and 9 denotes the set of all 
Hermitian positive definite matrices. (Throughout this paper, the discussion is 
over the set of complex matrices.) The set J$‘H was thoroughly studied in [6]. In 
particular, it was shown that since H E dH this set is not empty; and it is 
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closed under positive scaling, summatiol~ and matrix inversion. Thus, we refer 
to it as a Convex Invertible Cone, tic in short. 
The equations of Sylvester, Lyapunov and Riccati are fundamental tools in 
the study of Systems Theory. Our main goal in this paper is to first set a unified 
framework for these equations; then to investigate. in association with the 
matrix tic structure, sets of these equations sharing a common solution. To this 
end, we associate with every given equation a co~espor~ding matrix G. whose 
dimension is the double of that of the original equation. Namely. .c/:li will 
denote the set of all (fz + nz) x @I+ nt) G’s associated with Sylvester equatiot& 
sharing a common 111 x n solution X. Similarly, .?YN will be a set of G’s which 
correspond to algebraic Lyapunov equations sharing a common Hermitian 
solution N. Finally, we fix .Yti and -X,. two solutions to a set of algebraic 
Riccati equations, and construct .&.K,_Y,,, the respective set of G’s. it turns out 
that these three sets Y,Y, YY, and &J~ are tics of matrices. 
Having established the tic structure. related properties are explored: subcics 
and other special subsets. eon-singularity, maximality, similarity and in par- 
ticula:, a transfo~ation of a given set to a “canonical” form. As a possible 
motivation for this study we recall that at the heart of a non-singular matrix tic 
one can find a set of involutions, see Proposition 2.2(b) below. Under mild 
conditions, one can immediately recover from the involutions within .Ys: Y,, 
and @,raxb, the common solution to the associated set of Sylvester, Lyapunov 
and Riccati equations, see Proposition 4.5 Corollary 7.3 and Proposition 8.1 
below. Moreover, recall that if a tic contains a unique involution, the Matrix 
Sign Function computational algorithm efficiently converges to it, see e.g. 
[3,4,8,13]* 
The outlines of this paper dre BS a'ollows. in Section 2 properties of general 
matrix tics relevant. ttr this paper are cited from [6]. in Section 3. the basic 
unified framework for the sets .?f.y. YII and .#,Y,_t,, is introduced. In Section 4 
the Sylvester equation is examined in association with the tic .V.v, while in- 
teresting subcics of ,c/( Y are explored in Section 5. Hamiltc~ian matrices are 
studied in conjunction with the tic structure in Section 6. Section 7 is devoted 
to the algebraic Lyapunov equation. Then, the algebraic Riccati equation is 
scrutinized: a non-symmetric form in Section 8 and the symmetric versio:! in 
Section 9. Concluding remarks are given in Section 10. 
2. Convex invertible CONS 
in this section we recall in the definitions ofcics of matrices and study some 
of their properties: non-singu~rity, inertia and involutions. Essentially all re- 
sults are cited from [6]. We start with definitions, followed by several remarks. 
Recall that an n x n matrix has inertia (r. S. n) if among its eigenvalues v 
have negative real part, n have positive real part and 8 are imaginary. In this 
context, the case S = 0 turns to be of a particular significance and will be re- 
ferred to as regzdm inertia. We call a matrix z~~.~t~~~e whenever Y S$ (n - I ) and 
unti-stflble ( = positively stable) when ‘of = n. Finally. if a matrix is either stable 
or au&stab!e, we shall refer to its inertia as ~~~~iite. 
Definitions. 
?? A set X c V”’ is said to be invertible if along with any non-singu!ar matrix 
A in it, it contains a!so iis inverse A-‘. 
* A tic is a convex invertible cone of matrices, i.e. a set of matrices closed un- 
der addition, matrix inversion and positive scaling. 
* For X c UF” we denote by “i(X) the &cr generated by X, namely, the small- 
est tic containing X. 
?? A tic (and in genera!, any set of matrices1 will be called stable (non-siugu!ar~ 
if it contains exclusively stable (resp. ~on-si~g~~r~ matrices. 
Note that under this terminology ~nvertibility and non-~jngu!a~~ty are non- 
related properties. For example. the set X c iR2” of matrices whose sign 
pattern is 
+ - ( > + + 
is a (nousingu!ar~ convex cone. but not Inxlertib!e (in fact (X)-l = (X)T). On 
the other hand the set of al! lower triangular n x n matrices is an invertible 
linear subspace of C”*‘, although it contains singular matrices as we!!. 
Both non-singu!a~ty and stability are preserved under positive scaling and 
matrix inversion, but in genera! not by taking convex combinations. It is 
therefore not enough to check a generating set X in order to establish these 
properties for ‘b;(X). Stability of the convex cone generated by X was char&c- 
terized in [S] by means of a local Lyapunov condition. 
Complicated tics can be constructed from simpler ones using the folIowing 
simple ru!es. 
Proposition 2.1, (i) The i~~terse~tion qf tics or the itlter~~ec~~~~ of a tic together 
with u linem imertibte szibsp~e, is u tic. Moremer, if one of de wigid tics is 
tl~n-.~ing~l~ar, the redtiiqf intersection is either empty or ~~~~-.~~t~g~!~~~r us we& 
~ff.$3wh of the fcilorvirtg operutions: sid6M_v, tr~~i.~_~o.siti~n~ md cmnp/er 
~o~jugution~ &fiz~~~ a bijection he!:;um tivo tics. 
These rules ulw pdei6e ~~on-sit~gli~ur~t~~ and st~hi~it~ of a cit. #_.“-- 
_ ,/--- . --. 
f *Simi!arity between two tics will be used extensivety throu~out this paper, s;% 
e.g. Eq. (3, I), Proposition 3.2, Lemma 4.4, T!teorem 7.1 and Proposition 9.1. 
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In !he sec.@, *will shall denote by [Mjik, the j, k element (or block) in a gtven 
matrix N. Recall that for a non-zero real scalar r. we have that Sign(p) = r,+f. 
Thus, for an arbitrary n x n matrix M with regular inertia, its sign Sign(M), is 
defined as follows: if &f = I’-‘JT is the respective Jordan canonical form, 
then Sign(M) = r--idiag~Sign(Ke(l,/l,,)), . . . ,Si~(R~(~~],~~~)}~. Moreover, 
Sign(M) can be eficiently computed by the Matrix Sign Function algorithm 
where &+I =f(Ak +A;l), for A0 = M; which results in A~--~_..XSign(N), see 
e.g. ([3,4]; [6], Section 2) f&13], ([14], Chapter 22). Recall also that 
Si~(~-‘~~ = ~~-iSign(~~~ and in particular that a matrix ,V is stable, if 
and only if Sign = -I. Matrix inertia plays a major role in characterizing 
non-singular tics. 
Prop&ion 2.2. (a) For Q tic G5 of complex mutrices, the j~lfo~~ing prop&es ure 
eqlfi~c~le~t: 
(i) 5% is non-singlfl~r, 
(ii) No mutris in S.5 has imaginary eigentxiitles. 
(iii) Ail the matrices in $5 huw the same regtdar hertiu. 
(b) A ~o~-si~lg~~~ur tic #KU a non-empty connected set of ~n~oll~tio~ls. 
(c) A tic cont~it~~ng a stable matrix is no4l-s~n~il~r if und oniy if it is stuble. 
~oreouer. a stable tic cotntuins the matrix -I us irs unique involution. 
As mentioned in the Introduction, the set .9/l, (1.1) served as a primary 
motivation for the study of Convex Invertible Cones of matrices. Among other 
properties we cite the following, 
Theorem 2.3. Let H be cm arbitrary no~l-si~g~~~~r Hcr~l~t~~n matrix, theta the 
j%i!G@?~ is true jbr the set .dff ( i.1). 
(i) ([6], Seciion 3). This set is a cit. 
Qii) ([6], Observation 3.21, If A E S/~J then inertia(A) = ir?ertiajH). 
(iii) ([6], Proposition 3.7). This is N muximal non-singuZ~r comes set open in 
me, C * 
(iv) ([6], (3.6)). .dk I= ..p-/H-i. 
(v) ([6], Lemma 3,4(i)). Let M be an arbitrary non-sin~Z~r matrix. Tjzen, 
M-?dllM = ,c/fiPti,t,. 
3. CICs of doubled dimensions 
In this section we introduce the fun~mentai building block to be used 
throughout this paper, sets of matrices which are simu~t~~eo~siy similar to 
block diagonal. Specifically, let & c C”” and J c #Yxn be two tics of 
matrices. For an arbitrary nonsingular (n + mj x (n + m) matrix 2’ we define 
the following set Qr c Q=‘n*m?‘“i”‘f, 
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Yr := (T-‘diag{A, -B)T 1 A f ..G?, B E 2;). (3.1) 
We now state basic properties of this set. 
Lemma 3.1. Let T E @(n+mtx(ncmt be un arbitrary nonsingu~ar matrix and let 
,d c C”‘” and .$? c CmxR, be two sets. Let the set 3~ be defied as in Eq. (3.1). 
Then, 
(i) If both sets $2 and d ure ~non-sin~i~o~~ tics then this set is a (non-sin~Zar~ 
(ii) T-‘diag{& &}T is an involution ~~ithin 39~ [fund on& if Z’K,, &, are 
i~uo~~~tio~ within &, respectively. In particu~ur, $9, contains a t~ique bum- 
lution ifmd only if each of the sets & and 39 contaM a mique involution. 
(iii) FOP an arbitrary ~o~-si~~I~ (n i- m) x (n + m) mat&z V, V-‘@,V = 3%. 
The proof is simple and thus omitted. 
in the sequel, we shall call the set +Pr, Eq. (3.1), open in ~~~+~)‘~~~~) wher?- 
ever both tics are open: A+ in 4Y” and in Cmxn . Next, we explore sets of the 
form %r with additional structure. Of particu!ar interest is the set $?Jr.~~,, 
where H, E Cnxn and Hk E FX’” are two non-singular Hermitian matrices and 
in Eq. (3.1) ~4 = &s!& and 49 = dub, namely, 
%HJf6 := %l.d=,C&$=*#& * P.2) 
Recall that from Theorem 2.3(i), (iii) we know that the tic structure is close@ 
related to the F x n set &?H Eq. (1.1). We now extend the same ideas to tics of 
doubled dimensions and constructively relate the set @r.&,&, to a set &$H. 
Propositiun 3.2. For given three arbitrary non-singu~~ matrk*m 
If&f& E Jff and T of d~~ensious, A x n, m x m and (n + m) x (n + M) respec- 
tively: tet the set ~+.H,,H~ be as in Eq. (3.2). Then, the fo~~o~~i~g is true, 
(i) This set is not empty. 
(ii) For a real scaj4r cx and &ff as in Eq. (Ll), 
(iii) This set is a uon-si~~Zar cit. 
(iv) This set contains a unique invoiutio~ if and on& if both H, and &, have 
definite inertia. In particidar if Ha E 9 C csxff und - &, E 
T”‘diag(Z,, -I,}T is the unique i#voZution in %$~,,a~. 
(v) YTa+u6 is a maximal open convex subset of 4T ~vhi~~l is con-sin~~ar. 
(vi) Given the involution l7 := T-‘diag~Si~(~~), -Sign(&,))T. Then, 
~TJi&,~~ = ngT &e&, ==,~-l+hA.fA v, 
Proof. (i) The matrix T-‘rl’ag(N,. -&)T is within the set /$T.~,,.~,h. 
(ii) First we show that for given non-singular Hzrmitian matrices H, and & 
the set of all matrices of the form diag{tf. -B), where A E .c/tf,, and B E -c*/J~,,, 
coincides with -2 := ~&hg{% - If }* Clearly, diag(A, -4) E ~#di~~{ti~~.-~,,}, for* 
all x > 0. We now show that all elements in .b are indeed block diagonal. 
Note now that if M E .r/~ti;l~(z~~~,._-f~h} where 
then ME E .F/-I~,, and W E 8 i: C”“‘. where ffr := x(&M!! t; M,+,N,,) 
+(~~~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~ “1 ,.,,aahlY 22 t ~‘~~~~*)-‘~~i~~~ - HJJl4~))~ kCd c that 
(H&&2. + kc&H&) E 2. 
+M;$Hh)-f l&H,. Tl- 
For 31 sufiiciently large, W e ~~~,~~~,~(~~~~ 
me right hand side is negative se&-definite and thus in 
order to guarantee f? E .9. one must have & = 0. Similarly, for IX su~~iently 
small W R ~~~~~(~~~~~~ -I- ~~~~~,,~-I~~~~~~~ which through the same reasoning 
implies that A421 = 0. Using Theorem 2.3(v) completes the proof of this part of 
the claim. 
(iii) immediate from part (ii) of this claim together with Proposition 2.1(i) 
and Theorem 2.3(i). 
(iv) From Lemma 3.l(ii) the problem reduces to separately examining the set 
of invohotions within .d,,,, and in .d lrh. Since the proof for each set is essentially 
identical, we shall coilsider only one tic XC/~,. 
We now show that for an irbitrary non-singular Hermitian matrix H the 
n x II tic .d,l contains a single involution, if and only if either H or -H are 
within 9. One direction of this claim is established by Proposition 2.2(c), so 
there is only to show that if inertia(H) = (P,O,N - I), where 1 f P< (n - I), 
then .d,, in fact contains a continuum of involutions. From Theorem 2.3(iv) we 
know that then, .~#~f is similar to &~~a+~,.~,, ,I, see also the discussion following 
([S], Eq, (3.5)). Now, every matrix of the form i7 = ( -: [,F,,), where 
Y E @(n-‘)Xr is arbitrary, is an involution, see also t.&], Example 5.1). From (161, 
Observation 3.3) it follows that such an involution belongs to the tic 
RJ~~;,~(_~,,.~,, I whenever 11 Y& c 2. Thus, this auxiliary claim is established and 
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so is the main part of (iv). The fact that under the given premises, 
T-ldiaofl ut ,,) -I,,) T is the unique invosution in !Yr~,,,.f,~ is now immediate to verify. 
(~1 In our terminology, from Theorem 2.3(iii) and 2.3(iv) it fotiows that this 
set is indeed open. ~aximality can be deduced from Theorem 2.3(iii), 2.3(iv) 
and Proposition 3,2(ii), hence this part is established, 
(vi) From the assumption, up to a simuhaneous similarity transformation, 
the three following sets are equal. 
With trivial modifi%ions this can be established by ([OJ. Lemma 3.Q 
(vii) From Lemma 3.l(iii) we know that similarity of the sets Or.l,,,.fr,, and 
‘9 . r.it,~i,h is equivalent to having a 2n :“, 2n non-singular mr+kx 6’ SO that 
c~fn*i- 1 r.if.,.fft, I‘ ~~~,~.,,.i*,,.i,.s~ Next, from part (ii) of this claim it folfows that 
nrf-’ = d~g~~~,f~~]. where M, and Mb are non-sing&r matrices of di- 
mensions tz x n and HZ x HZ, respectively. (If ng = R one may huve 
which is essentially equivalent). Using Theorem 2.3(v) this in turn is equivalent 
to & = ~~~~~~ and &, = ~~~~~~~. so from Sylvester’s law of inertia, see e.g. 
([lo], Theorem 4.5.8), one direction is establish& 
From Sylvester’s law of inertia, see e.g. ([IO], Theorem 4.5.8), 
inertia(&) = inertia(~~,) and ine~ia(~~) = ine~ia(~~) is equivalent to having 
& = ~~~*~~ and &, - ~~~~~~ for some non-singular matrices M;, and h$, of 
dimensions R x n and 112 x NIL, resprctively. Thus, for f’ = T-‘diag(M,. h&)T we 
have that V-‘%~.~~,,J~~ V = S~~~i,~in, so the second direction is established as well. 
Finally, it’ one takes M, = (H:)-“’ and M,, = (Hz)-“’ the last part of the 
proof is complete. Cl 
In conjunction with the last part of Proposition 3.2. recati that for an ar- 
bitrary integer v, the set .~‘+t-~,,:,~,) was explicitly described in ([6], Obser- 
vation 3.3). 
The set %r.~,~~ wiI1 serve as a prototype for sets used in the seq*d, see e.g. 
Eqs. (5.1) and (9.4). 
4. The SyIwster equation 
in this section and the 
the study of the Sylvester 
one, we exploit &he resuf ts of Section 3 to 
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XA-kBX =C, (4.1) 
where A E @“““, B E 47”” and C E cmx“ are given and the solution X E cmr” is 
sought. This equation serves as a model for linear equations in Matrix Theory 
see e.g. ([I 1], Section 4.3) and has several applications in Control Theory, see 
e.g. [16] and references therein. Recall, e.g. (fll], Theorem 4.4.6), that if 
&(A) f &(B) # 0, for all 1 <j < n and all 1 < k 6 m, then for all C 5 d=““” there 
exists a unique solution X to the Sylvester equation (4.1). However, in the 
sequel, we shall not resort to this condition. In our set-up, the existence (but 
not the uniqueness) of the solution X will be guaranteed. With this equation, 
one can associate the following (n + m) x (n + m) matrix G, where 
G := 
The fundame~~l connection between the Sylvester eq~~at~on (4.1) and t5e 
matrix G is given by the following well-known result due to Roth. 
Theorem 4.1 ([I l), Theorem 4.4.22). I;br cc given G in Eq. (4.2) Eq. (4. I) has 




Typically, one is given with a triple A, B, C and seeks the solution X to the 
Sylvester equation (4.1). There are several ways for solving this equation to 
name but few: Kronecker sum, see e.g. ([11]11 p. 255) or ((141, Eqs. (5 2,1), 
(5.2.2)), Schur method, see e.g. [I]. Matrix Sign Function, see e.g. Proposition 
4.5 below, or Faddeev Method, see e.g. 191. We alcw reverse the usual order and 
for an arbitrary X E crnxn define the set Y-f c C?‘~m)x(n~m~ as the set of all G’s 
for which Roth’s Theorem applies with the sanae T, see Eq. (4.3). Namely, 
9.Y := QTIr in (4.3)’ (4.4) 
Note that the set Y”x can ul’m~ati bely be viewed as describing all triples 
fA,B,C) which share a common stiiution X to the Sylvester Equation (4.1). 
A natural question to be asked now is the foillowing, for a given collection of 
G’s of the form (4.2), how can one verify treat they all belong to the same set 
$7x* This was answered, using a different t:rminoiogy, by Wimmer. 
Theorem4.2[12], Forj= I,..., k let 
Gi:= ($ _“B,) 
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and let X E Cm” be arbitrary. Tlren, Gj E 9.x for all = I 7 . . . , k, if and only if, 
there exists a constant matrix T E C~qim)r~nim~ in the form of Eq. (4.3) so that, 
k z: S'Gj = T-‘ki diag{Aj, -B,]T. 
i=O j=U 
W’e now make two observations concerning the structure of the 
we point out that the set 9r is similar to the set (-9’,r)‘. 
set 9,~. First, 
~o~§j~on 4.3. Let X E Cmxn bc arbitrary. Then, 
G t 9.Y + -@G”jp) E .ro,., 
where 
E= 
The proof is straightfo~ard and thus omitted. Later, in Section 7 we shall 
study a special case of the set 9.r where X is Hermitian. 
Next, we examine the effect of two special similarities on the the set 9~. 
Lemma 4.4. For an arbitrary in x n matrix X, let the set .Y,Y be as in Eq. (4.4). 
Z%en the fol~o~~~ing is true* 
(i) For V := diag{%, M-t}, where M f Cm”” and N E Cl0 are arbitrary non- 
singular matrices, 
v-‘LP,~ v = *sp,txn. 
(ii) For an arbitrary m x n matrix 2% * let f be the corres~~ondi~g 
(n + m) x (n + m) matrix as in Eq. (4.3). Then, a., . 
The proof is straightforward and thus omitted. The observation in Lemma 
4.4(i) is convenient in the sense that it enables one in analysis to substitute an 
arbitrary set 9’~ by a convenient cano~~i~al form. Say, using the Singular Value 
Decomposition of X it is easy to choose the matrices M and N so that the 
product matrix M%‘v’ has zeroes everywhere except that [MUV]jj = 1 for 
j= l,..., q, where q := rank(X). 
We now present an application of the set .Yx 
~~~ 4.5. For given: tz x m matrix X, non-.~~ngu~ar tics ,cil, B of dimension 
n x n and m x m. respectively; let the set 9’~ be as in Eq. (4.4). For an arbitrury 
G e 9,~ we have that ~Sj~(G)]~*(Si~(G)~*~ = -~Si~(G)~~~Si~~G)]*~ and this 
quantity is denoted by 2. Then, 
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(i) X = f X iJ’LII?cJ orz[V [fi 
X#ign(G)I,, -- in) = ([Sign(G)],, + I,,)X. (4.5) 
(ii) X = 32 ifmcr dy ifi 
X([Sign(G)],, + C,) = ([Sign(G)],, - 4&f. (4.6) 
Proof. From Lemma 3.I(ii), Proposition 2.2~ and from Roth’s Theorem it 
follows that, 
Sign(G) = ~-‘(diag~Sign(~~, -Sign(B)}jT 
Sign(.4) 0 
=r 
( ) ’ XSign(A) + Sign(~)X -Sign(B) 
Hence, the fact that ISign(Gi]ll[Sign(G)]I, = X = -[Sign(G)],[SignfG)il, is 
easy to verify. Now. condition (4.5) is equivalent to [Sign(G$, = 2X, thus the 
proof of(i) is complete and due to symmetry the claim is established. tJ 
Although the list of problems to which the Sign function has already been 
applied is quite long, it appears that the solution of a Sylvester equation by I& 
was only implicitly recognized and just for the case [Sign(G)?,, = &,, and 
(Sign(G)],, = -S&,, where 6 = f 1. see e.g. ([3], Section 2). (For S = zt 1 con- 
ditions (4.5) and (4.6) are trivially satisfied). Note that in condition (4.5) we in 
fact have that the quantities ([Sign(G)] It - I,!) and (f,>, + [Sign(G)],z) are (twice) 
the projections onto the stable subspaces of A and B, respectively. see e.g. ([Ml, 
Proposition 22.1). The anti-stable subspaces are associated with Eq. (4.6). We 
now illustrate the fact that condition (4.5) may be satisfied in the case of in- 
definite inertia. 
Example 4.6. Consider the Sylvester equation (4.1) where 
then, from this triple, one constructs 
Sign matrix and from 
the matrix G as in Eq. (4.2), computes its 
4 0 0 l-2 
0 4 00-l 




-2 4 * 
0 2 
~ufortunate~y= in generat it is virtually ~rn~ss~b~e to check either condition 
(4.5) or (4.6) before Sign(G) is computed. However, sistce the Sign of an ar- 
bitrary matrix with regrttar inertia can be efkientty computed by the ~atrjx 
Sign Function ~~~go~thrn, see e.g. [3,4,8,13]; it may be of interest to first apply 
Et, compute % and then to verify the vapidity of the result. 
Proposition 4.5 may serve as a practiwf i~ot~~tio~ for the introduction of 
the set .Y,Y and associating the tic structure with it: Giver8 the data A, B, C, one 
can first tind X. the solution to the Sylvester equation (4.1) from Sign(G), 
where G is as in Eq. (4.2). provided that either condition 14.5) or (4.6) is sat- 
is&d. As a second step, one can use Eqs. (3.1), (4.3), (4.4) to parameterize ~8 
Sylvester equations sharing the same solution X. in these equations the ma- 
trices A or 12 may have irregular inertia and conditions 14.5) and (46) need not 
be satisfkd. 
Appli~tions of Sign(G) for soiving associated Lyapunov and Riccati 
equations will be discussed in Corollary 7.3 and Proposition 8.1, respectively. 
In the remainder of this section. we address the notion of ~~~t~o~~~bj~it~ in 
conjunction with the tit ‘z structure of .cY.~. Eq. (4.4). fn malny Control Theory 
applications one is interested in a subset of .Ys where each matrix G in this 
subset is such that both pairs [G]12, [G12, and fGlir, [G&, arc contro~lab~~~ see 
e.g. ([16], Eq. (0.2)). We now examine this subset. 
Note that if t’l f Q=” and i’;z E c” are so that 
(> ;; rtr-0 
and 
G(ii> =i(:;) 
for some E, E C, then ~ontroi~ab~lity of a pair [G];,. [G]]lr is equivalent to saying 
that ~2 # 0. This follows from the controllability eigenvectors test, see e.g. ([I45 
Theorem 4,3,3(ii)). Similarly, the controllability of the pair [G12, [Gf2, is tested 
by left eigenvectors of G. Since reaf (non-zro) scaling and matrix inversion. 
preserve eigenvectors, the above subset of 9.r forms an invertible linear 
variety. ?iowev>r in the following example we show that this subset is not 
convex. 
Example 4.7. Consider the matrices 
It is easy to Verify that G,, Gb E ~YT.,~.,~ IT in (4.3jx_+. Thus, from hOpG&iO?J 
Z.?(iii) it follows that the sum matrix (Cd + G,,) belongs to the same set as well. 
Consider now a subset of G’s within ~r.~~,+ Ir in (J.3jk’._lr where in each G both 
pairs iGIn, [Gf,, and [G];,, [G];, are controllable. Although both Gii and G+ 
be!ong to this subset, neither the pair [Ca + G&, [Ga -I- GA],, nor the pair 
[GO + G$r , [Go + G& is controllable. 0 
From the above &s~~sion we con&de that whenever a property of a subset 
of SF, is controllability dependent, convex@ Is typically lost. We shall en- 
counter similar difhculties in conjunction with the equations of Lyapunov, and 
Rkcati, see Propositions 7.2(v) and 9.4(%), respectively. 
5. SubCICs of the set & 
In this section we further scrutinize the structure of the set zY’,y and consider 
various subcics of it under the assumption that X f x. Using_Eq. (3.2) for an 
arbitrary non-singular Hermitian matrix H let us denote by Yl, the set given 
by, 
+(rp, := ~+r.ff&.Ir in (4.x)* x = H,H;, = H,& = zi-‘. w 
This set has the fol!owing properties, which are immediate from Proposition 
3.2. 
Proposition 5.1. For an ar&itrary non-sing~iar H E rc0, let the set 9~ be as in 
Eq. (5.1). Then, 
(i) T@s set is not empty. 
(ii) YH is a con-sing~4lar tic. 
(iii) This is a ~a~i~a~ open coated subset of Y,t which is non-sin~Zar. 
Tke set &‘ff will be used in Section 7. 
In the rest of this section we show that in fact, the structure involved here is 
richer than it seems from first sight: From Proposition :%l(ii) and Lemma 
3.1(i), respectively, it follows that for an arbitrary matrix W E # the sets &‘FS~H 




are as follows. For an arbitrary H E .I consider the set .Y’ft.f as 
We then have the following. 
Proof. (i) ff N is non-singular. one can take G = TWidiag(U, -H)T and verify 
that G E -Y,.,.l. If I-I is singular a small appropriate ~~l~rbation of the above G 
will do. 
(ii) immediate from Eqs. (3.1), (4.2) and (5.3) and the fact that .c!, is a 
convex cone, see Theorem 2.3(i) 
(iii) Follows from taking the complex conjugate transpose of Eq. (4.1) and 
summing up the two equations. ??
Observation 5.2(iii) implies that results known for the n x n set -v/f,, e.g. 
Theorem 2.3, are now applicable to the set of a11 R x A matrices of the form 
([G] x I - [G]&), where [G] it y [Gjz2 are taken from an arbitrary G within ,Cffi.,. 
One may now wonder about the invertibility of the set Y,,,,. This is addressed 
next. 
Observation 5.3. For an urbitrwy H E .%@ let the sets 9~. .~@HJ and -9~ be as in 
Eqs. (4.4), (5.3) md (5.1), respectit:e&. Ti~en Eq. (5.2) hi& t&h the two 
extreme sets being ~~~?ertibfe and the i~~~ri~tei~iore s t 5fu.f is not. 
Proof. The contai$ment on the right-hand side of Eq. (5.2) is obvious. In order 
to show that, .Y@ C -yffJ recall that A E .cJkf implies that HA E *a/f. 
Similarly, by definition B E “cY~-~ means that H-‘B E ~$1 and tI%us 
BH = H(H-‘B)W E .dr. 
Next, as already stated the fact that the sets .@‘H and .Vf, are invertible, 
follows from Proposition S.l(ii) and Lemma 3.1(i), respectively. In order to 
show that the set @‘ft.f, Eq. (5.3), need not be invertible, take the matrix 
100 0 
G= ( 34 0 0 2 0 -1 0 0 5 6 -2 ) ’ 
where 
1 0 0 0 
G-1 -6 2 0 0 =: i 
2 0 -t 0 
-9 5 -3 2 ) * 
Endeed, for Ii = diag( 1.2). G is 
the claim is estabtished. II 
the however 
Above we had three convex cones. one contained in the other, where only 
the two extreme ones were invertible. In the sequel (Propositions 7.2 and 9.4), 
we shall encounter three invertible cones, one contained in the other, where 
only the two extreme ones are convex, 
6. Hamiltonia~ and the CIC structure 
fn the sequel, an important role is played by the set of ~~~~i?~l~~~~~~~~~z matrices 
.w,, c @“x2’J. Below we show that they form an invertible linear subspdce of 
@hXzI?* We start by an auxiliary result which goes beyond the scope of this 
work. 
Proof. Since summation and scaling are easy, we shall onfy consider inversion. 
We shall prove the claim for the first two sets, the proof for the sets -XIMj, 
wherej= 1.2 is quite similar and thus omitted. 
Let Mt and ,%I~ be& in the claim. Let Q E 2 be arbitrary non-singular. We 
need to show that for j = 1.2 the matrix (~~~~)-I,~~~’ is again skew-Hermitian. 
Indeed, 
[(QMj)-'M;']' = [(~~~)‘M~]-' = (M,'Q'M,!]-' = [MjQMi]-' 
=c -[Mi(QMj)]-' = -(~~~)-'~~'. 
Recall that a matrix M belongs to .Willn if and dsnly if it c;t.t be written as 
M = HE. where 
and H f .sY is arbitrary. 
we have the following, 
Since. indeed E is skew-~errnitiail. irom Lemma 6.1 
32 x 2n 
7. The Lyapunov equation 
In this section we specialize some of the previous results to the context of the 
algebraic Lyapunov equation &I -+ A”/# = Q. where H E .ti is non-singular 
and Q E 9. Recall that with an arbitrary non-singular Hermitian matrix N we 
associated then x fr set -e/II Eq. $1.1). Using the notation of Eq. (5.1). with the 
same II we can similarly associate a 2n x 2n set Ftl: 
Yfl := .#;tm R :&,. (7.1) 
Note that the sets .cJ,, n~tcl Y),, are isomorphic. Indeed. we have the foliowing 
analogue to Theorem 2.3. 
Proof. (i) This follows from Eq. (7.1). Corollary 6.2, Proposition 5.l(ii) and 
Proposition 2.1(i). 
(ii) See Theorem 2.3($. 
(iii) See Eq. (7.1) together with Proposition S.I(iii). 
(iv) Recall that if N.4 I-A’H = Q then. HmStA +AH-* = H”“iQH-S. Nctxq 
explicit computation yields the above relation. 
(v) See Lemma 4.4 with IV = N”. Cl 
Recall that in Eq. (5.2) we had three sets. one contained in the other, where 
the intermediate set tacked a property+ namely invertibil~ty, shared by the ex- 
treme sets. in Proposition 7.2 below, we present three sets. one contained in the 
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other, where the two extreme sets are convex, while the intermediate one is not. 
Recall also that at the end of Section 4 we remarked that whenever a property 
of a set is controllability dependent, convexity is typically Iost. The details are 
as follows. 
Note, see e.g. ([‘I, Eq. (2.2)), that for an arbitrary non-singular H E .% one 
can generalize the set &H in Eq. (1.1) to the following 
*. w := ((A 1 HA + A*H) E 8, and inertia@) is regular), (7.2) 
where B det?otes the set of all Hermitian positive se&definite matrices. (Recall, 
see e.g. ([ll], Theorems 2.47, 2.4.10), that the regularity of the inertia is 
equivalent to having that the pair (A”, (HA + R*H)) controllahle.) aver the 
doubled dimension, the set ,!PH may be extended to the following, 
gM := {G E (.Y!, n .JP~&& E 3, and inertia(G) is regular). (7.3) 
As before, the set &M is isomorphic to at,. For the sake of completeness, 
for the same H, we also introduce the set pi, 
zft := (G E (.Y$f i-i .J&,}~[G]~~ E @I. (7.4) 
The claims in Theorem 7.l(iv) and 7.1(v) still apply to the sets &‘H and ??f,. 
These sets are further related through the following properties, 
Propos$ion 7.2. For an arbitrury non-singdar Hermitia~ matrix H, kt the sets 
YH, ,Y:c! and 2~ be as in Eqs. (7.1). (7.3). (7.4), respe~tiueiy. Then, the 
,~~l~o~~~i~g s true, 
(i) rfG E gf, then inertia ([6],1) = inertia(H). 
(ii) 9~ C &?f# C Pa, &ere generically each &chision is strict. 
(iii) Z%e set Ft8 is a sing&r tic closed in (Yff n Xam ). 
(iv) ?%e set Yfi is an invertible cone (litJ a maximal ~~o~~-sin~ilar convex set 
open in (9~ n Sam ). 
(v) T/te set pb, is a non-singtt~ar invertible cone, but it is not convex. 
Proof. (i) This follows from the Inertia Theorem, see e.g. ([7), Theorem 2.3(ii)), 
([ 111, Theorem 2.4. JO). 
(ii) Since whenever G E 9, it in part&tar implies that [Glz, E +P’, we have 
that indeed 58~ in 2~. This inclusion is strict whenever H # d, where r is an 
arbitrary non-zero real solar. The inclusion 2~ c ???‘, is obvious; upon 
comparing (i) with the fact that set pi contains matrices with irregular inertia 
as well, one concludes that this inclusion is always strict. 
(iii) The fact that %jf, is a tic follows from Lemma 3.1, and Corollary 6.2. 
This set is closed in (9’!, n #‘m}, since p is the closure in .z’ of 9. Finally, it is 
singular, since it contains elements with irregular inertia. 
(iv) See Theorem 7.1(i) and 7.l(iii). 
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(v) The fact that this set is a non-singular invertible cone is obvious. For lack 
of convexity consider the following examplz. Let G, and Gb be as in Example 
4.7. Then, it is easy to verify that G,, Gb E -Ylz. However, since the sum matrix 
(G, + Gb) is singular. its inertia is irregular, thus (G, + Gb) e -y;2. Cl 
In fact, the geometry of the set 2~ is rather intricate. Since the set Ff, is the 
closure of zTH, from Proposition 7.2(ii), 7.2(iii) and 7.2{iv) it follows that the 
intermediate set &#, is neither open nor closed. Moreover, although not con- 
vex, if G,, G,, are two elements within ~~~ then “almost always” the sum matrix 
(Ga i- Gb) belongs to this set as well. For further discussion of this point see the 
end of ([7], Section 2). A situation similar to that of Proposition of 7.2 will be 
encountered, in the context of Riccati equation, in Proposition 3.4, below. 
Having examined the structure of the set 2~, we now consider two appli- 
cations of it. As a first motivation for the intr~uction of the set &‘f, we have 
the following corollary to Proposition 4.5(i): 
Corollary 73. For un arbitrury ~on-~ing~~ur H E .X let the set_ 2~ be us in 
Eq. (7.3). Let now G be cm arbitrury t?tatri.v within the set ztt ~uti~~yi~~. 
fNWW1 t t - I) = ([Sign(G)),t + 2)H. Tltevt, 
H = eiSignjG)j,,iSign(G)I,,. 
As already remarked, Sign!G) can be efficiently computed by the Matrix Sign 
Function algorithm. In fact, in case of the Hamiltonian structure as above, this 
algorithm can be further accelerated, see e.g. [4]. 
We conclude this section by presenting another application of the set &ff. 
First, recall that typically, one is given with an observable pair A, C of di- 
mensions n x n and p x n, respectively and then finds N, the solution to the 
algebraic Lyapunov equation HA + A*H = ee. In this case. H turns out to be 
Hermitian non-singular. ]tator, we reversed the order and for a given non- 
singular H E X introduced the set h?~. Next, we extend the same idea to 
tripZes of matrices. 
In f31 the following set-up was explored. Let i(t) = Ax(t) + h(t) and y(t) 
= O(t) be a minimal state space realization of a linear time-inhalant dy- 
namical system, where the vectors, x, II and y are of dimensions P, m and p, 
respectively. Then, there exist two non-singular matrices &,“I,Z&,s E .%’ so 
that 
AHfonr -:- H,,,A” = &I?, H&A + A*HOI, = &. (7.5) 
(The matrices B, C in the Sylvester equation (4.1) are uot related to the above 
&, C.) One can now reverse the order and for arbitrary two non-singular ma- 
trices &orl~ 7 ?i& E 3?, define the set g$,_.lf& of all State-Space triples (A, h, c) 
satisfying the equations in Eq. (7.5). It turns out, see ([7J, Observation 3. l), that 
the set S%~nt.~~ is not empty whenever s~t(~~~~~~} O (-oo,O] = 0. 
From Systems Theory point of view, the set SS~~,,,,+l~,,,,, hzts several favorable 
properties. Here we cite only three of them: 
(a) In the special case that -F&. --Hs,bs E .,P, these ai;: the contro~~~~bility and 
obcervubility gramians, respectively. Moreover. then all rational functions 
(?‘(.sl - A)-‘b associated with triples (A,& c) E SS’,,, ,,,, t.,,,a,, share the same n 
Hankel singular values. 
(b) If the product matrix (I#,,,, &I,%) is ShikIr to Hermitian positive d&mite 
than there exists a non-singular mat$x A4, which can be expiteitl? tomputed. so 
that (~*~~~,~~~)-I T ~+~‘,~~f := H. Moreover, ~~-I~~~. M-‘B. CM) E SSi~.~~, 
for every triple (A, B, C) within X&f ‘,,,,,. N,,,,\. Namely, simul~~neollsely balancing 
the whole set OS state space reniizutions. see (171. Theorem 4.2). 
(c) If -K,,,,t. -F& E .P and for j = 1,2.. . we have that (A,,fii,ej) 
E SSt&<,Q, .I&, ; then one can simtlltuneousi~ compute the reduced order model 
~~pproxirnution of all rational functions c,(sl - Ai) ‘Bi, see ([7], Section 5). 
For a thorough study of the set SS,,,.,,,,.,,,,~ the interested redder may consult 
[7!. Unfo~u~tely, this set is not convenient to manipulate ~thern~~ticul~y. 
Part of the di~culty stems from the fact thut within a given SS,,c,,,,t.~,,,,,,, the 
number 111 of columns of 6 may be arbitrary (even larger than N). Moreover, 
even when the discussion is confined to the subset of triples where ttt is fixed, 
and we denote 4 := rank@), still from (!7], Observation 3.2) it follows that 
there are ri’s where cl is arbitrary, provided that q < min(rr. 1~). (in this context, 
wc ignore the fact that, even when in Ey. (7.5) f? is assumed to be of a full rank, 
it is not uniquely specified since it can always be substituted by f&I, where tJ is 
an arbitrary 182 x )I? unitary matrix.) Obviously. similar diffl~ulties are associ- 
ated with 6. the fast element in a triple. 
Now, clearly with Eq. (7.5) one cun uniqtlely associate a pair of 2n x 2n 
matrices 
1) 
G Qc,“t := 
and 
Thus. with arbitrary given II,,,,. &,s E .w So thdt S~Ct(~~,,~,~*~) 
f t(-w.O] = (%), one can now introduce the set !@(H,,,,, &,s) of all these 
211 x 2n pairs (G,,, . G&. The following is eusy to verify and thus the proof is 
omitted. 
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Now, on &e one hand. from its construct&n, the set !5’%(N,C,~t. Z&J inherits 
all the Systems Theory favorable properties of the set S&C,m,.~~,,,,,, but on the 
other hand from Theorem 7.1 it follows that the ~nathemati~ui difficulties in- 
volved with the set of triples SS,,_,J~,,~, are now resolved. In fact. inde~ndentiy 
of the specific .YCC,ntt&W; C;c,nt. the first element in each pair within 
!m( fJEl,*t. CZ& has always the inertia of (n. 0, rt), while the second element C& 
is similar to the’ first. Thus we can conclude that the introduction of the set ~?‘if, 
Eq. (7.3). enables one to reproduce al9 results in [7] while using a more elegant 
m~~them~ticai fra~~ework, 
8. The no~ymm~tric Riccati equation 
The algebraic Riccati plays a central rofe Systems Theory, see e.g. ([14]. Part 
IV) for a review of several appii~dtions of it, see also [I@. In this section we 
specialize results from previous sections to the study the (continuous time) 
algebraic Riceati equation. 
XF+LXfXCtX-M=O, (8.1) 
where F. L. W, M are given tt x tz matrices and X ts the solution sought. Gen- 
craily, this equation has numerous solutions X”s see e.g. the end of (1141, 
Section 7.1). Typicaiiy, one is given with i3q. (8. i ) and seeks a solution of it (or 
more than one), which may be of a pre-specified nature (e.g. non-singular, 
Hermitian, maximal, stabiiizing, etc.). There is vast iitera!ure concerning these 
problems to name but few references, see e.g. [Z-4,8,12.13.1 5. i7J. and refer- 
ences therein. Of particuiar ~rnp~r~nce is the textbook 2141 devoted to this 
equation. Here however the order is reversed: we fix two n x N matrices &, and 
Xb and examine ail Riccati bquations hr which X, and -X,, is a common pair of 
solutions. This set-up is motivated below. 
The details ure as folfows. Let A$, X, be two arbitrary square matrices so that 
the sum matrix (X, -i X,5) is non-singular. Then. one can define the non-sirfgniar 
matrix T, 
T--l:= (;, _g. T’= (2 _r_J. Y:=(&+x$“. (8.2) 
ir! ;Fi!: section we shall confine the discussion to set5 .&.yb of 
Lemma 3. I(i) where T has the above special form. Namely, 
the form of 
Clearly Lemma 3.1 applies to the set .@.Y,_v~. Explicitly, every matrix G within 
the set rips,,~, has the form, 
G= 
AY& - Bvx, (A -I- B)Y 
X;,A I!& i- &Brx, (.ZJ - X!,B) Y > 
. (8.4) 
where A, B are the parameters taken from the tics .w‘ and .B, respectively. 
To motivate the introduction of the set .a .r,_Yh, consider the matrix equation 
CT-’ = 7’-1diag(A, --R), as in Eqs. (3.1) and (8.3). Substituting the (I. k-) el- 
ement into the (2, X-1 element, for A- = 1,2 see e.g. ([14], Proposition 7.1.1) re- 
sults in 
(+&J[G],, + (-[G]&(+-Q, + ~~~~)~GJ,~~+~,~ - iGIzl = 0. 
(-Xh)[G],, + (-fGl&-XA f i-X!J[Gl,,(-X/J - [Glz, = 0. 
(8.5) 
Namely, .a.~,_~~ spans the set of all (not necessarily symmetric) Riccati equa- 
tions with a common pair of solutions X, and -X,+ From Eq. (8.4} and Lemma 




x, -x5 = z[n),,[n];;. 
(ii) If fZ is known tlm, 
x, = [n];;(fi - [z7],,), xh = [Iq;z’(fi + p-q,,?. (8.6) 
Obviously, if in (iii)-(X, + Xb) E 9, a similar statement is obtained. 
The use of the involution Sign(G), for simult~ne~~usly finding a pair of so- 
lutions to the Riccati equations in Eq. (8.5) was first suggested in (IS], Eqs. 
(2.4), (2.5). ( 2.10)). The relations in Eq. (8.6) were proved (in a different set-up) 
in ([13]. Theorem 4), see also 11141, Section 22.2). However. all these so!utions 
were given only for the special case where fi = I. Recali that from Proppsition 
2.2~ it follows that if both ,.J and $9 are anti-stable tics then trivially I? = I. 
From Proposition 8.1 it follows that in principle, by computing the Sign of 
an arbitrary matrix G (with regular inertial within a tic .&_+ one cdn I”lrtd 
(subject to the above restrictions) a pair of solutions X,. -X#, of the associated 
Riccati equation and then by using eqs. (8.2) and (8.3) to parnmeterize al’i 
Riccati equations related to this set -#‘x,,u,. In particular, from this parame- 
terization of &,rti_rb one can identify Zs where the spectra is close to. or even 
intersect with, the imaginary alis. Namely. cases where the solution to the 
associated Riccati equations are difficult to directly compute. 
We now try to further motivate the introduction of the set .%‘,K,_rb and ad- 
dress the problem of recovering additional solutions to Eq. (8.1). beyond the 
pair in Eq. (8.5). 
Y := 
( 
*r&t ,,,). V-1 - (~~~~~~ ~(~~~~)~ 
where, R := (M + N - I)-’ (condition (i) guarantees that F’ is non-singular). 
Using Eqs. (3.0, (8.2). (8.3) write now the given G as 
G = TV1 W-‘diag(A. -B) W-’ T. Then, observe that conditions (ii) and (iii) 
guarantee that the product matrix Y-‘diag(A, -B)V is block diagonal. while 
pi; = ( I I (X; + &)M - & x, - (X, -I- Xb)N. > 
so the claim is established. ??
Thus, for a given G, associated with Eq. (8.1). one ccn first use Eqs. f&6) 
and (8.7) in order to identify that this G belongs to a set .#.Y~.,+ Then, to resort 
associated with this G. 
&on required in Proposition S.2. 
special ca*s: M = I, & = I or 
M = N = N’(# 0. I). i.e. M is a projection and consequently. V is an involu- 
tion. (The latter choice was used in ([14], Theorem 7.54) for the special case 
where X,. -X, are two extremal (Hermitian) solutions of the symmetric Riccati 
equation.) 
9. The symmetric Riced equation 
lin this section. we impose more structure on the Riccati equation (8.1) and 
the associated set of G’s *‘his wiil znabie us to identify further characteristics 
of the involved sets. 
First, we assume hereafter that in Eqs. (8.2) and (8.3) X,,.&, E .# and 
consequently denote the-m by N,,. Crl,. respectiveiy. Thus, in view of Proposition 
8.1 we confine the discussion to sets of Riccati equations sharing an identical 
pair of Hermitiao sofutions: H, and -H,,. Moreover, from Eq. (8.2) it follows 
that 111 fact, P c further assume that I&, t- Hh). the difference between these 
solutions. is non-singular. In Propositirm 9.5 below, we essentially cite a known 
result indicating that this case is less restristive than it seems from first sight. 
in Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 7.1(r) we showed how can one bring, through 
similarity. the sets .c/:\- and 2’ I,. respectively, into a convenient form. Similarly, 
we now describe. un&r certain restrictions. a “canonical” form of the set 
Proof. From ([IO]. Theorem 4.5.15.tI)b) it follows that under the given 
premises there exists a eon-singular tt x tt m&x V so that simultaneously, 
/I$, :== (V-‘)“H(,k ’ and (6’)“(& i- Ht,)t”-’ we real diagonal. Hence, 
Ht, : = (i*“.! )‘f@- is real diagonal, as well. Taking now 
Y :- d&g{ r;‘-‘. @‘}_ estublishes the claim. c! 
Note that the Riccati 
Sylvester equations 
equations in (8.5) can formaily be written as a pair of 
where rl = [Gjr, + [G!,:H‘, and B = [G],,Hh - [G],r arc identical from the first 
row of the matrix equation GT-r = T -‘diag(A. -B); consequently 
A’= (H,[G],~ - [G],,)‘. i? = ([GL, + Htpj,,)“. C, ;= II,,IG],,H,, + lGllt and 
CT& := N&G] tz.&, + [G],, . In order to gain symmetry in Eq. (9. I ) one may wish 
to have A = A and B = B, which in particular implies that C,. C’,, E .#. This in 
turn amounts to requiring that in Eq. (8.4) both [GlrZ. [Gf2, E -< and 
[Gl,, = --[G&. t.e. imposing the Hamiltonian structure on a subset of. ,.!fh’ 
Thus. we define the following set. 
We next characterize this set. 
Proof. Using Eys. (3.1), (8.2). (8.3) the claim asserts that, 
.#J~~.~~,, = (T-tdiag{A. -B}T 1 T. Y in Eq. (8.2). B = X4’Y-“). Using, 
Eq. (8.4). a str~ightfo~vard calculation reveals that G has the Hami~onian 
structure if and only if indeed B = X4” Y-l. so the claim is established. Cl 
It is well known that if G is an arbitrary Hamiltonian matrix, then its 
spectrum is symmetric with respect to the imaginary axis. see e.g. (1141. The- 
orem 2.2.X)). Namely, the matrix G is similar to diagl.4. -M-‘A’M) where IW 
is .sot~t’ non-singular matrix. The last result goes beyond it, by pointing out that 
in f&cl M = (H,, + Hl,). 
Under the premises of Proposition 9.3. Eq. (8.1) turns to be 
.X-F -I- F’X + A%%’ - hi =E 0. (9.3 
where 1F.M E .#, namely the ~~yrnrne~ri~ Riccati equation, see e.g. (1141. Sec- 
tion 7.2). Recall that indeed under mild restrictions Eq. (9.3) admits Hermitian 
solutions, see e.g. ([14]. Sections 7.3-7.4). 
From Eq. (9-l), Lemma $1(i) and Corollary 6.2. it follows that the set 
.#~,~.,~,, is the intersection of J+‘[~~,J,,, a possibly singular cit. and .W u,n. an inv- 
ertible linear subspces of ;C4*“‘. We conclude this section by introducing two 
(inde~ndent ) maximal ?l~)~~-.s~tt~~i~~lr sub&s of -#~~~.ll,. : .&;4if,.~~ and .~.~,,*.~,~. 
In a way similar to Fq. (9.1). Ey. (9.3) can be formally written as. 
&,A + A’H, = C,,. I&B + B’H, = C/v 
where .4 = fG]tt + fGj,&, and B‘ = [G],,H,, - fGjrt = WY-t. (The special case 
where &. -Hb E 3 is &cussed, under r~lat~~y stringent assumptions in [13). 
the case where N, E 7 was characterized, in [15].) It may be the case that one 
needs to go beyond this symmetry. gained by imposing the Hamiltonian 
structure; and to turn these equations into a pair of proper Lyapunov equa- 
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tions, i.e. C,, Cb E @. Namely, to take both H, and H,, to be non-sin~lar and 
then, A E .M’H,, and B E ..G#H,. In particular, if -H” f 8, then H, is sometimes 
referred to as the (non-singular) stabilizing solution of the Riccati equation, see 
e.g. 1131 or ([14], Chapters 16, 20). Note that since B = YA*Y-‘, in this case, 
-& E @ as well. Using the notation of Eq: (3.2), for arbitrary non-singular 
H,, & so that the matrix (H, + &) is non-singular as well, we introduce the set 
fi&.& := *W fl %..H,& bin (8.2)* (9.4) 
Clearly. all results of Proposition 3.2 apply. moreover, we have the fol- 
lowing 
kOpO!&iOn 9.3. Let &,& E s be WO arbitrary nOn~ngf{fU~ matriCi?s so that 
the sum matrix (& + &) is eon-singular as well. Let 6%$&t&, be as in Eq. (9.4). 
Then, 
(a) This set is giueR by, 
SG&*H* = { I’-‘diag(A,-YA’Y-‘)I’ 1 T, Y in @A), A E (dfJ,, nsyT~r~,~r+}}. 
(b) The fo~~~~ng are eq~ivazent, 
(i) Ttte set H,& is not empty. 
(ii) dHn Cl dtyNhyp # 0. 
(iii) The de U(H,, YH” Y) is non-sin 
(iv) spcct((& + &)-‘(H;’ + H;‘) 
ular. 
I 
n (-cX&o] = 8. 
Proof. (a)_The se! A@ ‘H,,.H~ may be characterized by the r~ui~ments that in 
Eq. (9.1) A = A, B = B, A E do* and B E “dub. From Proposition 9.2 we know 
that the first two requirements are met whenever A” = Y’lBY, which implies 
that A” E (Y-‘&IJ~YY). Using Theorem 2.3(vi) and then 2.3(v) completes the 
proof of the first part of the claim. 
(b) First, we shall find it convenient to add two more statements: 
(v) The convex combination of H, and (wbY)-’ is non-singular. 
(vi) There exists a non-singular matrix M so that simultaneously 
where P,..#, Prt, E @ C C’“‘, P,_,.,, P*J, E 3, c C(“-“tx(n-v) and 0 < v < n. 
Now clearly (i) is equivalent to (ii) and from ([6], Theorem 4.2) it follows that 
(iii), (iv), (v) and (vi) are equivalent. The implication (ii) -+ (v) is easy. Finally. 
we show that (vi) - (ii). Using the notation in (vi), let us define the involution 
lI := ~diag~-~~~~~_~]~-‘. From (vi) together with Theorem 2.3(v) it follows 
that fl E. {su’w, IT &tfhp)- I }. thus this part of the claim is established, so the 
proof is complete. Cl 
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We close the discussion on t by pointing out that (in the spirit 
of Theorem 2.3(Z)) one can 
9.3(b)(ii) and show that the set a 
gthen the claim in Proposition 
~#,4 is a maximal non-singular convex 
set. Namely, from the description of this set in Proposition 9.3(a) it follows 
that if we take an arbitrary matrix 
but @ belong to the closure of 
h is within the set .@J,a_(mbrt-t, 
then, one can always find 
G E .&#H,J,~ so that the sum matrix (G + G) is singular. 
We now introduce yet another subset of A?H,,.w* (where neither W, nor I& 
need to be non-singular). In some applications, e.g. Linear Quadratic optimal 
estimation and control ([14], Chapter 16, 17), one needs to go beyond the 
symmetry already gained by imposing the Hamiltonian structure and assume 
that in Eq. (9.3) W E p (* [G],, E p). Consider now the following sets 
They possess the following properties, which may be viewed as the Riccati 
equation analogues of those associated with the Lyapunov equation, presented 
in Proposition 7.2. 
PropoW~ 9.4. For hvo arbitrary Hermitian ~~atrice~H~~~b so that the sum 
matrix (H, -I- Hb) is ~on~singular, let the sets mtt#,.~~, ,tfb c2td ~~~~~~ be 
as in Eq. (9.5). Thi, the fobving is true, 
(0 .& C A@&$& c z%&.&. svhere generi~~l~ each incision is strict. 
(ii) The set Z@l@~_~n b a singular tic, closed in J&f*,. 
(iii) The set .@&~,~fb is a con-sin~iar in~erti~Ie cone, but it is not convex. 
(iv) The set @A@ H,,,H,, is not empty. It is an inuertibie cone and a ma.~imai mm- 
sing&r cEMtvex set open in 3@&#flb. 
proof. Substituting the result of Proposition 9.2 into Eq. (8.4) yields in 
particular that whenever G E &a&b then [Gj,, = AY + YA*. This in turn is 
equivalent to (H, + Hb)A + A*(li, + Hb) = (Ha + Hb)fG]&Ha + Hb). Hence 
from Eq. (1.1) it follows that, 
&F&*jf,, = {T”‘diag(A,-YXY”*)T 1 T, Y in (8.2),A E .dtil,+cfb,). 
Thus. note that this set always contains the matrix 
Vdiag((Ho + Hb), --(He + Hb))T. Next, if for a non-singular H E s)p we de- 
note by 3~ the closure of the set =s/ff in Eq. (Ll), i.e. 
2~ := (A 1 (HA -I- A’H) E $1, then 
z&t,,.tt, = fT-‘diag(A.-~~~Y-‘)T 1 T, Y in (8.2).A E ??,rt,,.tI,,,). 
Next, using Theorem 2.3(i). (iii) and the fact that 7 is the closure of -9. es- 
tablishes parts (ii) and (iv) of the claim- 
Now, from Proposition 9.2 it folllows that: (a): ([Cl,, -I- [G],$,,. fG],,i 
= (A. [G],2} = (.4..4Y + YA*j) and (b): ~nerti~{‘~~ is regular if and only if 
inertia(G) is regular. Next. the controll~~bility eigcnvectors test. see e.g. 
([14], Theorem 4.3.3(ii)), implies that the controllability of the pairs 
([Cl,, + [G],&,. [Cl,,) and ([cl,,. [G],,) is equivalent. Thus, one may conclude 
that for an arbitrary G f .@.H ~f,.fi,, stating that the pair ([Cl,:. [G],,) is con- 
trollable. is equivalent to having the pair (A. A Y -t I%‘) controllable. Due to the 
Inertia Theorem. see e.g. (171, Theorem 2.3(ii)), ([ 1 X]. Theorems 2.4.7. 2.4.10). 
this in turr! is equivalent to having inertia(A) T=, inert&i& + H,,) and is regular. 
Finally. using the above fact (b) and the set .d,,, see Eq. (7.2). we have that. 
-- 
.#.&~I‘,.N, = (T-‘diag(A.-Y~‘Y”‘}T 1 T. Y in (8.2).A E .$(it,,_,fhI). (9.6) 
Using the properties of .~2~,. compfetes the proof. Cl 
ft is interesting to note that if Zfti and --I&, ure taken to be the two ~D.~~r~~/~rff~ 
solutions_of the Riccuti equation asoeiated with an arbitrary matrix G within 
the set .@.#ft,.lth then. ([14]. Corollary 7.6.5) immediately follows from the 
above Proposit@ 9.S( iii). 
Note that -@.&I,l.it,, and &?#~I,,.:tI,t the two HM~&I& I~(~I~-.s~~~~~~~;~s subcic of 
.#,,,,.,f,, discussedAbove. ure inde~ndent in the sense that while .&.H~,,,.,,,, always 
exists. the set .#.Htt,,.r~,, may be empty. Moreover, eveu when both sets exist, 
they may or may not intersect. 
10. Conceding remarks 
We have introduced. in conjunction with the tic structure. a unified 
framework for the algebraic equations of Sylvester. Lyapunov and Riccati. It 
appears that this approach possesses promising potential for future research, 
One possible direction to go into is the following: Civen Gt and Gz usso- 
ciuted with the sanle equation (let it be Sylvester, Lyaptmov or Rica@. Find 
easy-to-check necessary and/or sufficient conditions for GI and G:! to belong to 
the same set !I;r Eq. (3.1). without actually computing T. i.e. without solving 
the corresponding equations. in other words. check whether or not the cquu- 
tions associated with Cl and Gz share P comFon solution. If so, it may be the 
case that the equation ussociated with GI is harder to solve (e.g. numer~cully 
more sensitive) than that of G:. (Similar situation may occur when the equa- 
tions associaed with Cf. Gz arts easy !o solve, but not the one which corre- 
sponds to the sum mtltrix (Cl $ G:)). 
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Another venue to explore is identifi~~~ti~n of ~d~iiti~n~ll significant sets of a 
similar structure. e.g. the subcic of 24 .K,.,li,, of block upper trj~n~uiur matrices. 
Finally, in Systems Theory terms, throughput this paper the derivation was 
for equations associslted with ~~~~tt~~ttt~1t.s ime systems. One may wish to extend 
the same ideas to sets of &wwte time Sylvester, discrete time Lyapunov 
( = Stein) or discrete time Riccati equations sharing the Same solutions. 
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